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About This Game

Indoor Rock Climbing VR is a hands-on climbing enthusiasts dream. Designed specifically for Virtual Reality, you are able to
climb up short to tall sets, jump from handle to handle, and navigate a horizontal-climbing arena. Move with ease and grab

handles one-by-one with controllers. Appropriate for both simulation-seekers and casual gamers. Music Included! SteamVR and
Oculus support.
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Simply a game delight. What interesting gameplay. I hope there is a continuation, something like "Upside Down 2". New maps.
I confess that I started to play expecting to complete the 40 stages quickly, but as I approached the 30 I started to feel sad to
notice that soon the game would end. I sincerely hope for a continuation.

Simplesmente uma delícia de jogo. Que jogabilidade interessante. Espero que exista uma continuação, algo como "Upside
Down 2". Novos mapas. Confesso que comecei a jogar esperando completar rapidamente os 40 estágios, mas ao me aproximar
do 30 comecei a ficar triste por notar que logo o jogo acabaria. Espero de coração por uma continuação.. introduction:
master levels for doom 2 is an expansion pack for doom 2 released by id software in 1995 and comes free with the steam
version of doom 2(but not in doom 3 bfg edition for some reason). it contains 21 new levels for doom 2 created by well known
level creators at the time that were selected by id themselves in response to other companies baisically doing the same thing. it is
understandable that id didn't make new levels themselves as at the time they were working on revolutionising the FPS genre.
again. so this was the best option

presentation:
unchanged from doom 2

story:
nonexistant

gameplay:
the core gameplay is identical to doom 2 however the new levels are overall great. alot of them are very difficult and a couple of
them kicked my♥♥♥♥♥though i played on ultraviolence. some levels are confusing to navigate though so thats a bit of an
issue.

conclusion:
overall great for those who have already played doom 2 to completion and want more however if you already have doom 3 bfg
edition you might want to wait till doom 2 is on sale to get this.
8/10. pros:

1.Story is great and it happens between episode 5 and 6 of SW movies.
2.Starfighter and snow speeder sections are great.(that are in 1st and last levels)
3.Level Design is good.
4.Jet Pack is also a nice feature.
5.Gunning sections are good.
6.Graphics were great for it's time and it's cutscenes still hold well. Some levels also have great moments that are worth
mentioning.(In one level you are on a rail wagon , one level has a room where the ground breaks and forces you to race to the
exit door.)
7.You can use precise aiming in this 1996 3rd person game ! It was one of the first ones with this feature.

Cons:
1.Life system instead of checkpoint system.(That forces you to play the whole level if you run out of lives.)
2.No 180 degree turn for the main character.(Since the main character controls like a tank with some side stepping it is
annoying to not have that)
3.You have to break your finger in hard difficulty because firing the blaster requires you to keep mashing the fire button.(He
won't keep firing with the main weapon when you hold the fire button.)
4.Very poor swoop bike chase sequence.
5.In Hard difficulty some enemies become too bullet sponge.

Verdict: This game is The Force Unleashed of N64 era. A game with great graphics, great story , some neat gameplay ideas but
with unpolished gameplay.(7.5\/10)
It's worth 1 playthrough(Either on easy or normal or Jedi difficulty but not in hard).. \u770b\u5230\u7684\u4e00\u9ede\u4e00\u
6ef4\u90fd\u662f\u7528\u5fc3\uff0c\u8d64\u71ed\u4f60\u5011\u771f\u5fc3\u68d2\u3002\u4f60\u5011\u7684\u4f5c\u54c1\
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u7d55\u5c0d\u662f\u8b49\u660e\u4e86\u6050\u6016\u6e38\u6232\u4e0d\u9700\u8981\u9760\u4ec0\u9ebd\u9a5a\u5687\u9e
de\uff0c\u624e\u5165\u5fc3\u88cf\u8b93\u73a9\u5bb6\u75db\u6b7b\u66f4\u597d\uff0c\u770b\u597d\u4f60\u5011\uff01\u4
e5f\u5e0c\u671b\u9084\u9858\u80fd\u5920\u518d\u4e0a\u67b6\uff01. Tiny Brains wants to treat you like its minuscule rodent
protagonists.

A coop focused puzzle game, you play as one of four furballs who through some bizarre experiment have been given
superpowers and are now naturally stuck running through tests to deduce just how intelligent they've become. Where Spearhead
takes this so far however is in seemingly forgetting to design its puzzles as anything requiring involved thought or clever
utilization of its awkwardly implemented mechanics.

There's this feeling throughout playing Tiny Brains like you're running on a treadmill through the tutorial for all of its four very
brief levels. It reuses the same puzzle types, repeats similar level designs, and never gets around to taking the training wheels
off. You're a rat in a maze doing the same things again and again. And that's really boring.

More frustrating still is how poorly it makes use of its coop component. It's very clearly the way Tiny Brains was designed to
play, but puzzles rarely requires the use of more than one or two different powers, essentially meaning if you're playing a full
game of four you'll be trading off who gets to actually do anything instead of using your combined efforts to progress. It's at this
point that you're probably asking why you wouldn't simply play solo, and the answer to that lies in the aggravating handful of
levels that make playing solo immensely difficult or downright impossible. I'm fairly certain I cheated through several of the last
levels as there didn't seem any way to possibly get through them without the help of more players, and at one point was
attempting to use two controllers simultaneously to get past what was still a very rudimentary puzzle.

And then there are all the portions which don't center around puzzle solving at all, but instead rolling a giant ball through an
obstacle course or protecting a little pink chick from a horde of rampaging chickens. These are without question the worst parts
of an already miserable game, and besides being terribly boring are often obnoxiously difficult because of the poor controls and
annoying cooldown timer. These portions probably take up about a third of the game, which is only an hour or two long to begin
with. I'd take a moment here to write a bit more about how the before mention pink chick, ostensibly the sole female character
in the game, is used solely as a victim and a villain and feels just a little sinister and problematic, but the dialogue is so cringe
inducing and the narrative flimsy that there's hardly any point.

Everything just comes together like a giant mess of bad design, not helped by the abundant technical issues (as of this writing
online coop is all but entirely broken, and even playing solo I experienced crashes after every chapter). I love what Tiny Brains
was going for with a coop puzzle game with some unusual means with which to solve them, but it fumbles the whole way and
never does anything with its concepts that it just wants to keep introducing over and over. Getting through Tiny Brains would
have been a chore even had it worked as intended, but the sort of disrepair its in just makes it sad and embarrassing, and I feel a
little bad for having made others play it with it.. Overpriced even on half price. Don't waste money on this game. The phoenix is
like a T2 ship anyway after the last patch.. It's all about achievement points, Bought the game for my coupon in the hope it was a
game worthwhile just to find out its about achievement boosting, the "game" is simple but very poor executed, when in shops
the prices are not readable and you have to guess if you use money or not, or how much gold you have. It's sad because the looks
are viable mechanics in movement\/ battle are working it could be so much more, i would not recommend people buying this
even with coupons. So I bought this game after having been drawn to it by the retro look (those tilesets are freaking brilliant,
particularly the ZZT-esque "Sweeney" one) and the obvious Boulderdash-ish puzzle nature of the game.

I had exactly one issue pop up that was a problem, but the dev very quickly pointed out how to fix it; seems like the helpful sort
of developer that actually cares enough to stick around and assist if needed, as opposed to some devs that just drop the game,
and vanish into the ether... so that's a plus right there.

But after that, smooth sailing so far, and I was able to get into the meat of the game.

Now the game is labeled as an "arcade" style game in the description, but this definitely is heavily focused on the puzzle aspect.
Figuring out just how to manipulate all of those boulders and such in order to get to where you want to go is a huge part of the
game. Most of the time, you can approach this at your own pace, and stop and think if you need to. You dont need to rush. And
there are some gizmos you can buy that'll allow you to further manipulate the level in order to dig deeper, as sometimes the
rocks will be piled up in such a way that you cant get by them by just pushing them or digging. Learning to use these is an
important part of the game, and it surprised me as to just how much they add to it. Though I havent tried all of them yet.
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There are though also some areas that will contain monsters... as you can probably guess, you dont want to touch these. In those
situations, you might have to be ready to move quickly, so you cant ALWAYS proceed at a slow pace. You can take these guys
out by dropping rocks on them, or use the laser gun, or you can try to block them into secluded areas. Whatever you do, they are
definitely a threat, so you need to be careful around them.

Which brings me to the other bit: The game is PUNISHING. This is a permadeath game. You die, that's it, you lose.... no saving
and reloading or any of that nonsense. There IS a way to buy extra lives (called "drones" in-game), but they're very expensive,
and you dont start out with any of them. Most of the time, you get crushed by a boulder or something like that, and BAM, that's
it, you're gone. One hit KO! And you will die.... over and over and over. It's not uncommon to have a run that lasts like, 30
seconds. Or to have one where you're deep in there, you've been going at it for an hour, going for the big points\/money and
then.... BAM, made a mistake, and rocks happened, and.... yeah, that's it. There IS an "easy" mode, which I think does things a
bit differently (havent tried it myself) but the game is really designed to be played in the normal way. It definitely seems
targeted towards the sort of player that enjoys things like roguelikes, or games like Spelunky with brutal difficulty, quick deaths,
and having to start from the very beginning if you lose.

And what really makes things interesting is that there's a definite "greed" aspect to the game. This one really seems to be
designed to be played for a high score... get as much money as you can before finishing (and of course there's a scoreboard to
record your best scores, and there are "daily" runs to do as well). ALL THE TIME, the game will be taunting you with shiny
things that you definitely want, but that are in dangerous places, or areas that are hard to get to, or that appear downright
inaccessible. And so you'll go after these things (possibly with some equipment in hand), and you'll take the risk because you
want the shiny things, and.... BAM! Oops, you're dead. But it's very satisfying to successfully get tons of things out of a
dangerous area, particularly as you go deeper and deeper into the quarries.

The screenshots in the store show what looks like just a single room\/screen\/board\/whatever, but there's actually alot of them,
and you'll have access to a bunch of them right from the start (by running off to the left or right at the top). And there'll be
passages that can then lead downwards into even more areas, provided you find a way to get there while not being dead. So
there's a ton of places to explore, and it's all randomly generated.

All in all, I'm so far very much enjoying this one. I'm probably going to be playing this one pretty frequently... it's definitely my
sort of game. It wont be for everyone, as the difficulty will definitely turn some people away... but if you like the sorts of games
that I do, if you like a challenge, and so on.... then definitely buy this one. Highly recommended and a very pleasant surprise to
suddenly find on Steam.
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Great DLC for Arkham Knight given how short it is. Wish they did more with Batgirl. Luckily there plenty of AR Challenge
Maps in the game for that.

+Batgirl is sexy in her batsuit
+Harley is sexy in her classic suit
+The Story makes sense

-Too short
-The breakable items are not always easy to find. turtle gang !!!. Disclaimer: I've spent over 3 hours in the game on iOS, and
only checked differences with the Steam release.

Spellstone was initially incubated on Kongregate web site as a Flash game, and successful enough to receive a mobile port and
now a Steam F2P release. Despite the great cartoon visuals, very fluid but confusing mobile-centric UI this is not even a
mediocre CCG. This is horrible CCG. The rules are extremely void of any strategy and combinatorics enough that 10 lines of
code can autoplay it, and blatantly pay to win where higher rarity grade cards are just better at everything.

There's excessive overuse of repetition, where you fight against the same opponents but more health and additional cards in
their deck make them "slower" not "harder" to kill. The game actually has FASTER auto-play on mobile compared to the Steam
release, so even if you are willing to let the game play itself, it is best to do it on mobile.

Spellstone game is the precursor to the slightly more complex, and actually mediocre-to-good Animation Showdown CCG - a
license-heavy CCG that dared to innovate the digital collectible card game with mechanics such as merging two cards together
to develop a completely new card, and has (albeit very greedy) card and character upgrade mechanics. It is best suggested that
you play Animation Showdown than this game.. This game seems to have alot of replay value, you can always change how you
fight any, thats like the main point of the game.
3\/10

Where this game \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the bed is all the missions are the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing same, At
first you think the maps are all different. As soon as you get to Chapter 2 its just makes you play the same levels over again.
 Oh there is 16 chapters, Maybe more. These Chapters get grindy my friends. Like same level over and over.

I really enjoyed this game for the first 2 hours but honesty its just not worth your time id say, Unless they add like a whole
entire new way to play the game. First person mode is a secret in the settings, Game is way better that way.
. Well. I have nothing good to say about this really. Except that i was pretty cheap. It is NOTHING like plying real drums. The
Vive controller are not very good at beeing drum stick either.

I do not think drumming is the best choise for a VR game, and the sound is not very convincing either.. Sorry.. Got early access
due to supporting the kickstarter fund, I delayed playing through it a bit for fear of feels and a long wait for the next chapter.
Despite my best efforts I couldn't keep myself off it for more than 2 or 3 days after I played for a tiny bit to check out the
changes from 1 and 2. Having finished it I loved it and am very much looking forward to the next games that are still to come!.
This is My top Favorite Suit over all the other suits in both Strike Suit Infinity and Strike Suit Zero. The Raptor is the quickest
of the prototype ships, at the expense of armour. Its speed and maneuverability makes it a formidable opponent in a dogfight.
Combine this with a powerful short-range shotgun weapon - making it lethal in close-quarters - and it\\'s not surprising the
raptor is the Suit of choice for many pilots. It also my choice because the suit's origional color in Strike Suit Infinity is purple
and I always look foward to having the ability to fly at the top of the top High-speeds when it comes to moving from point A to
Point B ASAP. The Cons about Raptor is it's armour is very week, you're likely to die very quickly relying on this suit's armour
to protect you from the incoming cannon fire. Also you cannot use this Strike Suit during your first time playing through a
missions. You are able to use it after copleating the first mission, I sugguset playing through all the missions first, then playing
any of missions again using Raptor.
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